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S U M M A R Y
In this thesis we study two types o f  cylinder flow, the first given by the 
irrational rotation, and the second arising from  the von Neumann-Kakutani 
adding machine. We give classes o f functions which define cocycles for these 
transformations, and determine their cohomological properties.
In Chapter 1 we give some basic definitions and results which will be 
used later on in this thesis.
In Chapter 2, for the irrational rotation, we give for a family o f classes 
o f  functions, a family o f  classes o f  irrational numbers which give an ergodic 
cylinder flow (skew-product). We define, for each k >  1, a  class o f functions 
/  which are k times differentiable a.e., with:
(i) /  fd n  =  0 and /(* “ *) is continuous (if k >  1),
(*•) is piecewise continuous also with zero integral,
(Hi) f W  is Riemann integrable with non-zero integral.
We show that the skew product extension o f  the irrational rotation on 
the circle, T  by this class o f functions is ergodic for a class o f irrational 
numbers S * . The family o f irrational numbers 6 * , for k >  1, is defined to 
be those irrational numbers whose partial quotients satisfy:
limsup >  0.
This extends work done by P. Hellekalek and G. Larcher done in [HLl] 
and [HL2], and also generalises the result by the author given in [P].
In Chapter 3 we show that for the class o f  functions given by k =  1 
above, we have an ergodic skew product for all adding machine transfor­
mations, this again extends work done by P. Hellekalek and G. Larcher 
done in [HL3]. We observe that this result may not be extended, using 
the methods o f  Chapter 2, to A: >  1 and obtain ergodicity for a class of 
adding machine transformations. We also give a class o f  functions which 
define cocycles which are always coboundaries for a certain class o f  adding 
machine. This is analogous to the work o f M. Herman [He], w ho has shown 
that the same class o f functions, for the irrational rotation, define cocycles 
which are coboundaries for almost all irrational numbers.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N
The subject o f  this thesis is cylinder flows defined by the irrational 
rotation and the von Neumann-Kakutani adding machine transformation 
on the circle T . These are two types o f  skew products (or cylinder cascades) 
which have been studied by various authors. The skew product over the 
irrational rotation w ill be dealt with in Chapter 2, and the skew product 
over the adding m achine will be studied in Chapter 3. Chapter 1 forms a 
basic background o f  details needed in these later Chapters.
The conditions fo r  ergodicity, given in Chapter 2, are on the first k 
derivatives k >  1, o f  a  continuous function (or piecewise absolutely con­
tinuous in the basic, k =  1 case) whose integral is zero. This is important 
when seen in the con text o f results o f L. Baggett [B] and M . Herman [He], 
when if the function is smooth, then it is a coboundary for certain irrational 
numbers.
We also note the w ork of I. Oren [O], who has shown that for rotations 
by any irrational num ber a, step functions o f  the form X|o ]^ — P  give rise to 
ergodic skew products i f  and only if P  is irrational or 1, a  and /? are linearly 
independent over the rationals. Also K. Peterson [Pel] has shown that such 
step functions define cocycles which are coboundaries if and only if P €  Za. 
Thus it suffices for us to  study continuous functions, and properties o f their 
derivatives which give ergodic skew products for certain irrational numbers.
For the basic k =  1 case the situation becomes most clear: P. Hellekalek 
and G . Larcher [H Ll], have demonstrated ergodicity for continuously dif­
ferentiable functions w ith  a single discontinuity, for all irrationals. On the 
other hand, a result o f  M. Herman [He] gives us that a C l function de­
fines a coboundary for a  certain class o f irrational number, so even though 
the functions in [HLl] are close to being C l , the functions are certainly 
not coboundaries. In the paper [P] we give a  class o f functions which are 
piecewise absolutely continuous with a derivative which is Riemann inte­
grable with non-zero integral, and demonstrate ergodicity for all irrationals. 
Also, M. Herman [He] has shown that if /  is absolutely continuous with a 
derivative / '  o f bounded variation, then /  is a  coboundary for almost all 
irrationals. So the functions given in [P] are close, in some sense to both 
these classes o f functions which M. Herman has shown to  be coboundaries, 
however the discontinuities which give rise to  a non-zero integral for the
4
derivative, gives us ergodicity for all irrationals.
We must also compare the results for k =  l ,  given in [P] with those by 
L . Baggett and K . Merrill [BM]. T hey  have shown that if /  is piecewise 
absolutely continuous with f  €  L a and /  f'dn  =  0, then /  is a coboundary 
fo r  those irrational numbers with bounded partial quotients. So again, we 
have a fine distinction between functions which have different cohomological 
properties.
The results given here are extensions o f the work done by P. Hellekalek 
an d  G. Larcher [HL2] who give a result for functions /  : [0, l j  —► R  which 
are k times continuously differentiable k > 2 ,  whose derivatives satisfy:
0 )  / “ (o) =  /U > (l), for j  =  0 .........k  -  J,
(ii) and / "  fd n  =  0.
Jo
They give a class o f irrational number which guarantee ergodicity for 
th is class of functions, for all n these numbers satisfy
!*■” !  <
H ere we weaken the conditions on the final derivatives, we only require 
that:
(i) /  fdn  =  0 and /(*"* ) is continuous (if A: >  1),
(ii) / (* “ *) is piecewise continuous w ith zero integral,
(iii) fW  is Riemann integrable, w ith non-zero integral.
We prove ergodicity for a wider class o f irrational number 6 *  for k >  1, 
these irrational numbers are those w hose partial quotients have the property 
that limsup >  0. that is, there is a positive constant K  such that, for 
infinitely many n we have that
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Again these results must also be seen in the light o f  the work of M. 
Herman [He], w ho has demonstrated that C k functions are coboundaries 
for a class o f  irrational number which satisfy
IlfcOll >  £
for all n, where r is any number such that r <  k. Thus, as above, despite 
the fact that our functions are close, in some sense, to C k functions, we get 
an ergodic skew product for a class o f irrational numbers.
The conditions for ergodicity given in Chapter 3, correspond to those 
given in Chapter 2, fo r k — 1. Results on the ergodicity o f  step functions 
o f zero integral over the adding machine have been given by  P. Hellekalek 
[H2|. For example, in [H2, Theorem 2] it is shown that step functions o f 
the form X(o^) — 0  g ive rise to ergodic skew products if and only if 0  is 
irrational, or strictly non-?-adic. Also [H2, Theorem 3] gives us results 
for more general step functions. Also from [Hi], we know that such step 
functions define cocycles which are coboundaries if and only if 0  is q-adic.
Firstly, for the basic A: =  1 case, we demonstrate ergodicity o f  the skew 
product for all adding machine transformations. This extends the work of 
P. Hellekalek and G . Larcher [HL3] who use a Lipschitz derivative condition 
for functions with a single, non-zero jum p on a particular type o f adding 
machine. We then observe that, using the methods o f Chapter 2 does not 
give us an extension o f  this result for k >  1.
In the latter part o f  this Chapter we show that functions with zero inte­
gral, and have a derivative of bounded variation, define cocycles which are 
always coboundaries fo r  a certain class of adding machine transformation. 
This is analogous to  the result by M. Herman [He], who has shown that 
this same class o f  functions are also coboundaries for almost all irrationals.
This result, together with the class o f functions given in the first part of 
this Chapter emphasise that certain adding machine transformations have 
features in com m on w ith rotations by irrational numbers with bounded 
partial quotients. We also note that, as in the k =  1 case for the irrational 
rotation, the functions given in the first part are close, in som e sense, to 
those given in the second; however, the discontinuities which give a non­
zero integral for the derivative, make all the difference for the cohomology 
o f the cocycle.
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1 B A C K G R O U N D
1.1 C o cy c le s , E ssential V a lu e s
Firstly some definitions and notation in com m on use throughout this thesis. 
All o f  the prooofs o f the results given here are to be found in [KS],
1 .1 .1  D efin ition :
Let (T ,n ,/z )  denote the one-dim ensional torus with standard Bor el field  
and Lehesgue measure. I f  T  is an ergodic automorphism o f  T , then this 
defines a Z -action n T " , n G Z on  (T ,n , / i ) .  A real-valued cocycle fo r  
T  is a Borel map a : Z  x  T  —» R  satisfying the cocycle relation:
a(n +  m ,x ) =  a (n , T nx) +  a(m, x) ( l )
for p -a .e. x  €  T , and all n ,m  €  Z .
Any such cocycle is uniquely determ ined by the function /(• ) =  a ( l , - ) .  
Thus we have
a(n ,x ) =
2 / ° r * ( •) for n >  1
*=0
0 for n =  0
—a (—n , -) for n <  — 1
Conversely, if /  : T  —* R  is any Borel map, the above formulae will de­
fine a real-valued cocycles for T . We shall write /„ (x )  for a (n , x ), as defined 
above, to indicate the relationship between the cocycle and its determining 
function.
1 .1.2 D efin ition :
Let T  be an ergodic automorphism o f  (T , Q ,/i), and a : Z  x T  —» R  a 
cocycle for T , whose determining function  is f .  The cocycle a will be called 
a coboundary if  and only if  there is a B orel map g : T  —► R  such that
7
-  / ( * )  =  t ( T z ) - , ( z )
for p -a .e . *  6  T .
1 .1 .3  D e fin it io n :
Let T  be an ergodie automorphism o f  (T , f ) , / i )  and a : Z  x  T  —► R  a 
cocycle fo r  T .  Let'S. =  R U { o o }  be the one-point compactification  o /R .  An 
element y  G R  is called an essential value o f a if, for  every neighbourhood 
N {y ) o f  y  in  R  and for every B  €  Cl vnth p (B ) >  0  we have an n e  Z such 
that
„(B n r-i>n<*:« (» .x )e  * ( ,) })  > o.
The set o f  all essential values o f a is denoted by ~E(a) and we put
£ ( « )  =  E ( « ) n  a .
The follow ing are standard results from [KS] :
1 .1 .4  L e m m a :
E (a ) is a  closed subgroup o f  R .
1 .1 .5  L e m m a :
The cocycle  a is a coboundary if  and only i f  ~E(a) =  {0 } .
1 .1 .0  L e m m a :
Let T  be an ergodic automorphism o f  (T ,fi ,/x ) and let a : Z  x T  —» R  be 
a cocycle f o r  T . Suppose K  C R  is a compact set with K C \ E (a ) = 0 ,  then 
for every C  G Cl with p (C ) >  0 there is a Borel set B  C C  with p (B ) >  0 
and with
* n r ~ . B n < * : « ( » , x ) e J o  = «
fo r  all n  6  Z .
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1 .2  D io p h a n tin e  A p p ro x im a tio n
W hen there is no am biguity we shall think o f arbitrary real numbers as 
elements o f T , by identifying them with their congruence class mod 1. W e 
shall also employ the follow ing notation:
1 .2 .1  D efin ition s:
For x  €  R  we denote by ||z||, the distance o f x  to the nearest integer:
For a  €  T , u>e denote by [ai, a2, .. .]  the continued fraction expansion o f  
a . The a* are called the partial quotients o f  a. We define
in lowest terms, fo r k  >  1. These fractions are called the convergents o f a , 
each one being successively a better aproximation (by rational numbers)  to  
a , i.e.
||fta|| =  m in { 11 -  j a  |: * €  N  and 0 < j <  qk+1 } ;  
fo r  all k >  1. The qk are called the partial quotient denominators.
These partial quotient denominators tell us which multiples o f a  are 
closest to integers. The speed o f approximation is related to the growth rate 
o f  these denominators. T h e  following lemma makes clear the relationships 
between the partial quotients and the convergents:
1 .2 .2  L em m a:
(*) i  <  9n|k— i<*|| <  1, fo r  all n >  2.
(•*) 9n||9n«|| < 0^ 7* f°r “¡ In  > 2 .
(H i) qn+1 =  an+iqn +  qn- i  fo r  all n >  1 where qo =  1 and qx =  ax.
11*11 =  min { | /  — *  |: /  €  Z  } .
1
P r o o f :
See [HWJ or |Ca].
□
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1.3 T h e  A d d in g  M a ch in e
As in [Hi], we shall consider the follow ing generalisation o f  the von Neumann- 
Kakutani adding machine transformation on T . Let q  =  (q,),>i be a se­
quence of integers qit with qt >  2, for all i.
I f A (q ) denotes the compact A belian group o f q -adic integers, then 
the transformation z  >-» z  +  1 on A ( q ) ,  where 1 =  (1 ,0 , . . . ) ,  is uniquely 
ergodic with respect to normalised Haar measure on A (q )  (see [HR]).
Consider next the circle, T  with Haar measure /¿. Define the sequence 
o f  integers p(k), k >  0  by
belongs to T . The map $  : A (q )  —* T  is measure-preserving and injective 
on A (q )  except on a subset o f Haar measure zero.
The q-adic representation o f an elem ent x  o f T ,
is unique under the condition z,- ^  g,+1 — 1 for infinitely many ». The unique­
ness condition for the representation ensures that the following transforma­
tion T  : T  —♦ T  is well defined:
T  is ergodic with respect to n  and T  o  9 (z) =  9 [z  +  1) for almost all 
x €  A (q ) .  T  may be called a (generalised) von Neumann-Kakutani adding 
machine transformation , with associated integers p(k), k  >  1.
for k =  0 
for k =  1 ,2 , . . .
If
z =  X ) *•?(*) with *i G { 0 , 1 , . . . , « +I -  1 }
is an element o f  A (q ) ,  then
10
1.4 S k ew  P r o d u c ts
1.4 .1  D efin ition :
Let (R , © , A) denote the standard Lcbesgue structure on R .  W e form  a 
new measure spaee ( T x R , f l x ! B , / i x A )  with product structure, suppose 
that a : Z  x  T  —► R  is a cocyelc fo r the ergodic automorphism T  on  T ,  and 
define a new action  T . o f  Z  on  T  x  R  by
The Z -action Tt  on  T  x  R  is called the skew product o f T  with R .
The main result we need comes from [KS], and relates the ergodicity of 
Ta to the properties o f the cocycle:
1 .4 .2  T h e o re m :
Ta is ergodic if and only if E {a ) =  R .
1.5 A sso rte d  R esu lts
We shall make frequent use o f  the Denjoy-Koksm a Inequality:
1 .5 .1  T h e o re m :
Let f  be a real-valued function o f bounded variation on T , then there is 
a positive constant c  =  var/  such that:
(i )  I fT  denotes the irrational rotation by a , which has continued fraction  
partial quotient denominators qn, fo r n  >  1, then
(ii) I f  T  denotes the adding machine transform ation with associated inte­
gers p {n ), for  n >  1, then
T ? (a ,x )  =  (7ma ,z  +  a (n , o r )).
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P r o o f :
For the proof in the case of the irrational rotation, see [D]. W e give a 
proof for the adding machine, adapted from the proof given in [He].
[y*.y*+i) are Q-adic cylinders and partition T  into p(n) equal intervals (n- 
cylinders). Consider the points x< =  T*x for i  =  0 , . . .  ,p (n ) — 1, for some 
*  €  T . Let [y*,.,y*,.+i) be the unique interval to which *,• belongs, then we 
have
Rearranging the right-hand side and using the triangle inequality yields
This concludes the proof since the right-hand side is bounded above by 
c =  var/ .
□
The following result gives us conditions on the cocycle / „ ,  where /  G L*, 
which ensure that it is a coboundary, and its cobounding function belongs 
to the same 1/ space.
1 .5 .2  T h eorem :
Let T  be an ergodic automorphism o f  (T , 0 ,p )  and f  €  L*,( T , n , p )  for 
some p with 1 <  p <  oo, and suppose that
Then there exists a function g €  fo r which f  =  g o T  — g, andMl, < c-
,p(n) — 1, then the intervals
Hence for all n and all *  €  T  we have that
Co =  supll/,11, <  oo.
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P r o o f :
See [AS]
□
Finally, we will need to use WeyPs Theorem for both  the irrational 
rotation and the adding machine.
1 .5 .3  T h e o re m :
Let f  be Riemann integrable, and let T  denote either the irrational ro­
tation or the adding machine transformation, then
¡ H u
uniformly for n-a .e. x  €  T .
P r o o f :
For the irrational rotation the result is true for all x  €  T , the proof 
may be found in [Pe2]. We shall give the proof for the adding machine 
transformation, which is adapted from the one given in [Pe2].
Since /  is Riemann integrable, we have two families o f  step functions 
based on 9-adic cylinders, {¡7n}n£i and {h n}„> i with the following proper­
ties:
(0  Si(z) >  Sj ( * ) >  • • • and gn -»  //x-a.e.
(ii) fci(x) <  h j(x ) <  . . .  and hn -> f/x-a.e.
We know from [H i, Theorem 2.3] that, for indicator functions x i  on 
9-adic cylinders 7, the ergodic average
j E x / o r ' M  
n <-=0
converges uniformly to n (I )  for ¿t-a.e. x  €  T . Hence for all n, the step 
functions gn, hn converge uniformly to their integrals. Therefore, using 
[Pe2, Remark 4.4(2)] we have that the convergence is also uniform for / .
□
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2 T H E  IR R A T IO N A L  R O T A T IO N
2 .1  In tro d u c tio n
In this Chapter we study skew product extensions o f  irrational rotations 
on T , where the extension is defined by a certain family o f classes o f real­
valued functions. For each k >  1 we define a class of functions which 
have k derivatives a.e., satisfying various conditions. We study this class o f 
functions and give, for each k, a  class o f irrational numbers, 6 *  and show 
that skew products over rotations by numbers in this class are ergodic.
In section 2, firstly we discuss the orbits o f the irrational rotation and 
give definitions o f  the classes o f  functions and irrational numbers that we 
shall be working with. Then we give a sequence o f lemmas about the 
cocycles defined by functions in our class over rotations by these irrational 
numbers. Finally we demonstrate that the only possibility for their group 
o f  essential values (or asymptotic range) is R , which guarantees ergodicity 
o f  the skew product (see 1.4.2).
2 .2  C o n d it io n s  fo r  e rg o d ic ity
2 .2 .1  C o n v e n tio n :
Throughout this section we shall suppose that f  is k-tim es differentiable 
a.e. k >  1, with derivatives satisfying the following properties:
( i )  f  f  dp =  0  and / ( * “ *) is continuous (i f  k >  1),
p i )  is piecewise continuous with zero integral,
(iii) /(*) is Riemann integrable with f  f ^ d p  ^  0.
For the rest o f  this Chapter we assume without loss o f generality that 
f  fW d p  >  0, and that the irrational number a  <  |.
For small sub-intervals o f T  we shall consider the order inherited from 
R , and use the words left and right accordingly.
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The following result may be found in part 1, section 4 o f  [K].
2 .2 .2  P ro p o s it io n :
Let Pn(a ) be the set o f right half-open intervals o f  T  defined by the 
points { —j o }  for j  =  0 , . . .  ,qn — 1. Then fo r  all n, each interval o f  P„(ar) 
has length ||in_ia|| or ||9„a|| +  ||9n_ ta||. For all n , the map T  sends each 
interval o f  Pn(a) onto another, with the following exceptions: fo r  n even
(i) the interval [0, - f n_ ,a ) is placed inside [ - ( ? „  -  l )a ,  ~ (g n - 1  -  l )a ) ,
(ii) the interval [ - ( g n -  overflows [ - ( ? „  -  i „ - i  -  1 )« , - ( ? „  -  l)a ) .
For odd n the intervals are the same but the end-points are in a different 
order.
For j  =  0 , . . . ,  k  — 1 we denote the variation o f  /W  by e ( j ) ,  then the 
Denjoy-Koksma inequality 1.5.1 gives us that
I /* ? ( * )  I <  « (¿ ) .  (2)
for each j  =  0 , . . . ,  k -  1, all n  >  0  and all *  €  T .
Let w i, . . . , wn be the discontinuities o f f l k~lK Arrange these disconti­
nuities in increasing order: 0  <  Wj <  . . .  <  wN <  1. We may immediately 
assume that Wj =  0, since the rotation o f the domain o f /  necessary to bring 
this about may be performed initially, and does not affect the ergodicity in 
question.
Suppose now that at wr, / (* “ *) jumps by dr =  — / f * _1)(w“ )
for r =  1 , . . .  , AT, where / (*_1(w+), /(* -* )(a ;- ) are the limits o f as
x  approaches wr from the left, right respectively. Since / ( * -1) is piecewise 
continuous we have the following relationship between /  f ^ d p  and these 
jumps:
2 .2 .3  L em m a:
/ /• * > * .  =  x > .
15
Hence the condition for /  f ^ d f i  ^  0  is equivalent to ¿2 dr ^  0. We also 
have the following:
2 .2 .4  P ro p o s it io n :
For all n, the graph o f the eoeyele has discontinuities at {u»r — jot)
fo r  0 <  j  <  qn and r =  1 , . . . ,  N , with jumps o f  size dr at these points. Also,
each partition interval <JJ* o f Pn(a ) , i  =  1 ,__ ,q n, contains at most 2N  — 2
discontinuities o f  for all n.
P r o o f :
The first part is clear. For the second part we show that for all n and 
each discontinuity wr for r =  2 , . . . ,  N  o f there can be at most two
discontinuities o f  / £ “ *) due to it in any partition interval QJ* o f Pn[a ).
By the first part, for fixed r and all n , the discontinuities o f  /J*-1) due 
to o/r occur at the points {wr — j a }  for 0 <  j  <  qn. Their spacing is the 
same as for P „ (a )  (since this is the set P „ (o ) shifted by u/r). The distance 
between two discontinuities due to tjr is thus |k— 1<*|| or ||q„_ia|| +  ||gna|| 
from Proposition 2.2.2. These distances are also the two possible sizes o f 
Q Now from  1.2.1 we have for all n , that
Ik—iHI < Ik*»— II + |*a | < 2.||f„_,a||. (3)
We see that if Q " has length ||g„_1a|| +  ||qna||, then at m ost two discon­
tinuities due to  <jjr o f separation ||9n_ jOr|| may be placed inside the interval. 
If Q "  has length |k— 1«|| then, clearly at most one discontinuity due to u>r 
may fall inside it. Thus the maximum number o f discontinuities of 
which may occur in any interval o f  Pn[a) is 2 (TV -  1). This implies the 
assertion.
□
2 .2 .5  D e fin it io n :
For any positive integer k >  1, define the subset &k o f irrational num­
bers whose partial quotients { o B} ,  n >  1 satisfy the following condition:
limsup >  °-
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For any a  €  6 » ,  suppose that limsup =  S  >  0 , so there exists a 
subsequence o f  integers {n ,},-> i and an integer J , with a^.+i >  Kq*J1 for
some 0  <  K  <  S  and all j  >  J . Since this is the subsequence we shall be 
considering, for convenience we drop the subscripts and assume that there 
is a positive constant K  and an integer N ' such that
For the rest o f  this Chapter we shall assume that a  €  6 * .
2 .2 .6  L e m m a :
There is a positive constant Y , such that Jor n >  N ' and j  =  0 , . . . ,  It — 1
for all x  e  T .
P ro o f:
The result is certainly true for j  =  k — 1 from 2 above, for all n, with 
Y  =  Y (k  — 1) =  e(k  — 1). We shall suppose that the formula holds for 
some 1 <  j  <  k  — 1 with Y  =  Y ( j )  and demonstrate that this implies the 
inequality for j  — 1, n >  N ' and some Y  =  Y ( j  — 1). Then, if we take Y  to 
be the maximum o f  all these Y ( j )  for j  =  0 , . . . ,  It — 1 this will prove our 
result.
We proceed in three steps: firstly we show that there is a positive con­
stant E  such that for n >  N ', and all intervals Q " €  P „ (« )
From Proposition 2.2.2 and the cocycle relation 1 , the integral in ques­
tion is the integral o f /k ’-1) over qn — 1 iterates o f QJ* under T . Suppose 
that /i(Q ") =  ||q„_icr||, then the integral is equal to  the integral o f  fU ~l) 
over all o f T ,  except for i intervals o f size ||q„a|| which are iterates under 
T. Hence
«n+i >  K<& 1 for n >  N '. (4)
(5)
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where /  is the interval o f size ||0nor||, whose qn_ j iterates are missed out. 
Thus we have
since /W  *1 has zero integral over T . Applying 2 and 1.2.2ii), we get
for n >  N ', since a  G 6 * .
If m(Q " )  =  Il9r»-i®|| +  ||in«||. then we split this interval into two chunks, 
one 7, o f  size ||0„-i«||. the other 7, o f size ||gna||. For 7i we get the same 
estimate as above for the integral o f  / £ “ *) over it. For 7j we have that for 
n >  N 1
established 5 for all intervals Q ? G P *(a ), and all n  >  7v\
For the second step we demonstrate the following: there is a positive 
constant G  such that for n >  N in each interval G Pn(a) there is an 
i G Q "  with
Suppose n ot, then for some QJ* G Pn(ar) and any G > O w e  have that
from P roposition 2.2.2. However, from 5 we have an upper bound for this 
integral, and since n > N\  we get
also by 2 and 1.2.2H). Therefore, if we choose E  =  
T '.
■, then we have
(6)
| / £  ’ ) (z )  |> f° r all z  e  and some n >  N ' . In particular this holds
for G =  4E . Supposing, without loss o f generality that / ^ _I1 is strictly 
positive on QJ*, we must have that
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Hence we have that
G  „ „ E
^ ¡p r -lk — ia ll <  j
„ „ E  1
io|| K g  =  A'
which contradicts 1.2.2i). This establishes 6.
Finally we show the following: there is a constant Y ( j  — 1) such that 
for n >  N and all intervals Q " o f J>n(ar)
| /S -"W |  <
for all x  E Q ".
Since f U - 1) is absolutely continuous and the formula is true for j  we 
have, for all a,b  €  T ,  that
| /g —» ( * ) - > £ — *(«)| =  |/ * /£ > * *  | <
By 3 and 1.2.2i), for 0 ,6  6 (3 "  this becomes
l i S - ’ W  -  / £ - > ( - ) !  <
From 6 we may choose a to be a point for which | /£-1 *(«)| <  
hence we have for n >  N ‘  and all x  €  Q ", that
W f -w l  <
This proves the result for j  — 1, n >  N ’  with Y ( j  — 1) =  2Y { j )  +  G , and 
the rest follows by induction.
□
2 .2 .7  L em m a:
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There are positive constants K i(k ) , K t (k ) and a positive integer Z  such 
that for n >  Z  we have
» . * , ( * )  <  /<*>(«) <  » • * .(* )
f o r  all x  €  T .
P r o o f :
From the definition o f fW  given in 2 .2 .1, and using Weyl’s theorem 
1.5 .3, we have that
I g/M •!*(*) -  J /<*>*.
uniformly, for all 1 6 T .  Given this, there is a  positive integer Z , such that 
for n  >  Z  we obtain
| - f  | < | /
for all i € T .  So
* , ( * )  <  <  * -,(* )
for all x  €  T , where K ,(k )  and K ,{k )  =  § /
□
2 .2 .8  P ro p o s it io n :
Suppose that g is a function which defines the cocyclc gqn, fo r  which there 
are positive constants R , L lf L j and an integer Ni such that for n >  N\, 
all partition intervals Q " o f  P „(a ) contain a subinterval J "  =  [a", 6") which 
satisfies p{Jin) >  on which gqn is absolutely continuous and
«••¿i <  | ii.W | <  « . - t t
fo r  n  >  Ni and all x  €  J " .  Then there are constants H , F  independent of 
i  and n, such that fo r  n  >  Afj,
20
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» ( ç w i n - i r )  v ^ x
< *w n  î i .  '
If ÿ,„ is strictly decreasing, we get the same in«equality for n >  N t, so
2 .2 .0  L em m a:
For j  =  0 , 1  there exist strictly positive constants H (j) ,  F ( j ) ,  
L [j )  and an integer N\(j) with the following properties: within each interval 
Q "  o f  Pn(a) there is a subinterval with ft (J * (j))  >  such
that for n >  N\ ( j ) ,
The result is certainly true for j  =  k  — 1 by using Lemma 2.2.7, Propo­
sition 2.2.4, and applying Proposition 2.2.8 to g =  / (* -1) with R =
L\ =  K i{k ) , L j =  ffj(fc) and N x such that qNl >  Z. We shall assume that 
the result is true for some 1 <  j  <  k  — 1, and show that this implies that 
the result holds for j  — 1.
From i) above, since the result is true for j ,  we know that for n >  N i ( j )% 
f^p-i moves through a height greater than H [j)  on every J " ( j )  Ç Q " for 
• =  l , . . . ,9 n ,  where p  (J " [ j ) )  >  Without loss o f  generality we
may assume that there is some x  €  J ? [ j )  with /^ ly (x ) >  As the
result is true for j ,  we may apply ii) above to the interval
putting F  =  completes the p ro o f of ii).
( i )  f^ - t  moves through a height greater than H (j)  on 
(i i)  fo r  any interval / " ( j )  =  [x, y) in  /^¿l, ( J " ( j ) )  we have that
>  F U )  I »  -  *  I •
P r o o f :
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W )  -  [ ; » W . » ' ] n / S ,-< W * 0 1 ) .
Hence for n >  N t (>), there is a subinterval S '" O ') in each J " ( j )  which 
satisfies /*(S ’" (y ))  >  on which
h U )  < < *.U) (7)
for some strictly positive constants <1(7), t j ( j )  and L '(j) .
From the cocycle relation 1, for all n and all x  G T , we have that
/ £ , . . ( * )  =  / '• - . (* )  +
Hence, in order to estimate bounds for / ^ l /+,(x ) w e must look at the values 
o f  f 'H j  for qn — 1 iterates o f  x  by 7’*". Note that, since a  €  6 *  we have, 
for n >  N 1
I T * x - z  | =  |«.a||
and so
| 7’*-(*--‘ )x  -  x  | <
Hence for n >  N i ( j  -  1) =  max {N ',N i( j )  } ,  all points in S " ( j ) ,  except 
for a subinterval I  at one end, o f size /x(J) <  ~ - \ _ 1, return to 5 " ( j )  at 
least qn — 1 times under T*". Thus from 7, for x  G V^ n ( j )  =  S " ( j )\ J  we 
have that
7 » < i0 )  <  |/“ -« .(* )|  <
for n >  ATi(j — 1).
We may now apply Proposition 2.2.8 for g =  / H ip  and the interval 
j p  =  YTU) to obtain our result for j  — 1.
By induction the result holds for j  =  0 , . . .  ,1k — 1.
O
1
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2.2 .10 L e m m a :
For any A  C  T  with n {A ) >  0, and every e >  0, there is an Ao C  A 
with fi(A \ A o ) <  e and an infinite sequence {n,},->i o f integers such that 
T*"<* G A  fo r  all i, and all x  €  Ao.
Proof:
For any B orel set B  o f  positive measure the m ap
i » ( s n i » - « ! )
is continuous at 0, where B  — x  denotes the set B  translated by the element 
—* G T  (c .f. [R , Theorem 1.1.5]).
So, g iven e >  0, there is a  6 >  0 such that | n {B )  — n  — * ))  |< c
for | x  \< 6. Firstly we show that ||fl*a|| —» 0 as n —» oo. By definition,
lkn«|| =  m in { | > - f l* a  | :j'G  Z }
=  min {  | j  -  (gna  +  ■ • • +  gnQ | : J G Z  }
«£-• times
so, by the traingle inequality,
<  m in  < | j , - « „ a | + . . . +  | — 9«Q |: j i ........ 6  Z  }
From 4 we have that
< *n+1K ’
for n >  N 1, so  we obtain
llrfall <
From 1.2 .2ii) for all n we have
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hence
llfc«ll <
1
llfi**ll < — °
So given 6 >  0 we m ay choose K "  >  0 such that for n >  K "  we have 
||g*a|| <  S, and hence
M b ) -  *  (  b  n  ( a  -  *>) |= |k (b ) - «  ( b  n  t -<  b )  | < . .
If we apply the above to  our set A , given O O w e  can find an n x such 
that
(8)
Now we apply the a bove  argument to the set AC\T~q,'i A  and obtain an 
n2 with
Then by monotonicity, 8 and 9 we have that
„(¿nr-Axn?-'-») > << (a n r~,;. a  n t -<  a  n t-a  a )
>  M( 8 n r » ! . x ) - j  >
Inductively, we get fo r  * >  1
« • ( x n ^ x n -  n j ^ x )  >  <.
Letting * —* oo and defining q,^ =  0, we have that
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( n r - < x )  > m(a )-€.
2 .2 .11  Lem m a:
Given A C T  with fi{A ) >  0, and e* >  0 there is an Ao C  A  with 
n(A o) >  0 and fi(A\Ao) <  e*, with the follow ing properties: Given any 
e >  0 , there exists a 6 >  0 such that fo r  all x  €  Ao, and all intervals 7(x) 
containing x  o f  length n  ( f (x ) )  <  6, we have that
M (/(*))
1
Proof:
Define, for n >  1, a sequence o f  functions gn on T  by
».(*) sup
/ . ( J .(x ) fM )
*{/.(*))
where the supremum is taken over all intervals 7n(x) C T  containing x  
which satisfy p ( I n(x )) <  By a similar argument to that given in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2.10, the function
p ( ( x  -  0 , x  - n r ) n ^ )
1 + P
is continuous in x , for any /?, 7  >  0. Now gn defined above is the supremum 
o f such functions, with the condition that | 0  + 7  |< From [C, p.229] we 
see that g„ is lower semi-continuous, and therefore Borel measureable.
The Lebesgue Density Theorem says that 9 „(x ) —» 1 for almost all x  €  A 
and 0„(x ) —► 0 for almost all x G A e. Hence th e  Borel function g =  lim inf gn 
is almost everywhere equal to the characteristic function o f A.
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By Egoroff’s Theorem, given e* >  0 , there is a B ore l set A 0 C A  with 
fi(A\Ao) <  t1 such that gn —* g uniformly on A0. T h a t  is, given e >  0, 
there is an N  6  N  such that
i » . ( * )  -  i t 1) i <  «
for all x  €  A0, and all n >  N . Thus we have for such n
gn(x) >  1 -  c
for all x  G Ao, since g is the characteristic function o f  A .  By definition o f  
gn this implies that for n >  N
sup M ( / , ,(» )  f M )  
* ( / . ( * »
So, putting 6 =  
□
we have our result.
2 .2 .12  L em m a:
E ( f )  ±  \Z for any A >  0.
Proof:
Suppose that E ( f )  =  AZ where A >  0. By the co c y c le  relation and 
Lemma 2.2.6 we have that | / ,* (* )  |< Y  for all n >  N ',  an d  all i 6 T .  Let 
v be the greatest integer such that vA <  Y . We choose
0 <  £ < g ( Q )
4(2» +  1)
where Zf(0) is the number obtained in Lemma 2.2.9i). Consider the com ­
pact set
=  ( -c ,y ) \Û ( « A - e ,* A  + e).
i= 0
This is the interval ( —e ,Y ]  without intervals o f  w id th  2e about each 
*’A G E ( f ) ,  for * =  0 , . . . , t i .  Clearly J ? f l ^ ( / )  =  0> so apply ing  Proposition
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1.1.6 we have that there is a Borel set B E Q with n (B ) >  0 such that fo r
all m e  Z , f l n r — B n < y :| / » ( v )  | € * }  =  0
From Lemma 2.2.9i), for all n >  N i(0 ), every interval, QJ* in P „ ( « )  
contains a subinterval J "(0 ) on which | / f * | moves continuously through a  
height greater than |J7(0). We claim that for n sufficiently large, and fo r  
every interval <JJ*, the ratio o f the Lebesgue measure o f Q "  to that o f  the 
set Q " f| {y  : | /,*  (y) |€ .8 }  is greater than a fixed positive number.
Applying 2.2.9H) to the interval(s) comprising £  o f total length at least 
* /f (0 )  — (2t> +  l)c  >  ± /f(0 ), through which the graph o f  | /,*  | must pass, 
gives us a strictly positive constant F , independent o f t, such that, fo r 
n >  TSf, (0),
So, by monotonicity, for n >  Ni (0) there exists a strictly positive c o n ­
stant W ,  independent o f  t, such that
This proves our claim.
Now from Lemma 2.2.11, given 0 <  c* <  there is a B0 C  B  w ith
n(B \B 0) <  and a 6 >  0, such that, for all x  6  Bo,
for any interval / '( x )  containing x , o f length n  ( / '( x ) )  <  6. Then, from  
Lemma 2.2.10, given 0 <  e" <  \n(B0), there is a Borel set B\ C B 0 w ith
x  G Bi- We now fix x €  f?|. From Proposition 2.2.2 we know that, g iven  
6 >  0  there is an integer M ' such that, for k >  M\
where Qf4(x) is the interval in P*(a) which contains x. So for «  =  »»,->  A / ',  
we have that
»‘ ( ^ ( 0)n {» :| / , i (y) |e*})
<‘ (e?n{y :|/,. (y )|6A})
m(Q D
>  W. (10)
n[Bo\B\) <  c", and a sequence {n ,},->i o f integers, with Tqn>x €  B0 for all
*  ( # » ( * ) )  <  6'
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(12)
Now, applying 11 to V - x  €  Bo for this n, we also get that
(13)
since the interval T*"Q” (x ) encloses the point T , »x  and 
w (T * !< ? -(« )) .  m («• < *)) <  <
So, using the T-invariance o f p, 13 becomes
By 12 and 14 B  and !T- , "B  take up, in proportion, more than 1 — \W  
o f Q "(x ) for n =  riy >  M '. Hence we have that
for n =  rtj >  M 1.
So, reducing to  a subset of B  if necessary, we find that, for our chosen n 
and z , the set B  fj  T~*~B takes up at least a fixed proportion o f Q " (x ); from 
10 we have that for n sufficiently large { y  : | /,* (y )  |€ £ }  also takes up at 
least a fixed proportion o f  <?"(x). Since these proportions add up to more 
than 1, the two sets must intersect for n =  n,- >  Y 1 =  max {M \  N i (0 )} .
This shows that there is an M  with B n i ' -m B n  {y  : | / m(y) |€ k  }  ^  0. 
Thus we have a contradiction, and the lemma is proved.
□
2 .2 .13  T h e o re m :
Let f  fd p  =  0, / ( * “ *) be continuous, be piecewise continuous with
zero integral and fW  Riemann integrable with f  f ^ d p  ^  0. Then the skew- 
product T j is ergodic for all a  (E 6 * .
m (<?"(*) n B n r - * i B )
M (<??(*))
> 1 -w
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Proof:
Since the only closed additive subgroups o f  R  are: AZ for A >  0, or R  
itself, then the above Lemma and 1.1.4 demonstrate that the only possible 
remaining choice for the essential values is E ( f )  =  R . By 1.4.2 this shows 
that the skew-product T j is ergodic.
□
2 .2 .14  R e m a rk :
For the case where k  =  1, we note that 6 i  =  R \ Q , and so we obtain 
the result from [Pj.
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3 T H E  A D D IN G  M A C H IN E
3.1  I n tro d u c t io n
In this Chapter we study skew product extensions o f the adding machine 
transformation on T  where the extension is defined by certain classes o f 
real-valued functions. In the first case we study the class o f functions 
which are piecewise absolutely continuous, have zero integral and have a 
derivative which is Riem ann integrable with non-zero integral. We study 
this class o f  functions and show that their properties ensure that the skew- 
product is ergodic. W e then note that the method used in Chapter 2, will 
not work for k >  1.
Finally we study the class of functions which have zero integral and have 
a derivative o f bounded variation, we show that these properties guarantee 
that these functions define cocycles which are always coboundaries for a 
certain class o f adding machine.
3.2 C o n d itio n s  f o r  e rg od ic ity
Here we proceed as in [P] for the adding machine:
3 .2 .1  C o n v en tion :
Throughout this section  we shall suppose that f  is piecewise absolutely 
continuous with zero integral, and has a derivative which is Riemann inte­
grable with non-zero integral.
Let f  have discontinuities at 0 <  Wi <  . . .  <  u>* <  1 where the ordering 
comes from  the ordering o f  T  by argument as in Chapter £.
Let d, =  f(w * ) — for r =  1 , . . . ,  TV, where f { u * )  and f [u ~ )  are
the limits o f  f  at ujr as x  approaches from  less or greater argument. We 
N
suppose without loss o f  generality that Y^dr >  0.
r=l
We define Pn to be the partition o f  T  into p(n) intervals (n-cylinders), 
each o f  length defined by the first p (n ) — 1 points on the orbit o f  0
under T . The subscript o f  a cylinder denotes the Pn to which it belongs.
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3.2 .2  L em m a:
For all n and all cylinders Q'n €  P n, i  =  l , . . . , p ( n )  there is a sub­
interval (union o f  sub-cylinders) C Q'n on which / , ( „ )  is continuous, and 
which satisfies:
Clearly, for all re the discontinuities o f  f p(n) occur at the points T*wr for 
s  =  0 , ...,p (re ) — 1 and r =  In any cylinder QJ, €  Pn there are,
therefore, at most N  discontinuities o f  f p(n), and hence the result follows.
□
3.2 .3  L em m a:
There are positive constants K\, K t and an integer Ni such that for  
n  >  Ni we have that
for p-a.e. x  €  T .
P ro o f:
From the definition of / ,  and using W eyl’s Theorem 1.5.3, we have that
uniformly for /z-a.e. x  €  T . Given this, there is a positive integer N lt such 
that for re >  N i we obtain
M )  >  i
(*(<?•„) -  N
P ro o f:
n .K i <  f n[x )  <  n .K t
<
for p-a.e. x  e  T . So
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for n-a.e. x  €  T ,  where K x =  ± /  f'd p , and K t =  | /  f'd p .
3 .2 .4  L em m a :
There exist strictly positive constants H , F  and an integer N x with the 
following properties: Within each cylinder Q'n o f  Pn for i  =  l , . . . ,p ( n ) ,  
there is a sub-interval such that for n >  N x,
( i )  fp(n) moves through a height greater than H  on J'n,
( " )  for  any mterual [i,y| =  I*n C / rt. )  ( ^ ) ,  we have that
By Lemma 3.2.2 we may consider the cylinder =  [aj,,6j,) C Qj, on 
which /p(n) is continuous and which satisfies
Then from Lemma 3.2.3, since p(n) >  n for all n, we have for n >  N x, 
that
In order to obtain a lower bound for this height, we use 15 and 16 above 
t o  give us
« w . )
P r o o f :
(15)
K i -pW  <  £ („ ) (* )  <  ,p(n ), (16)
for p-a.e. x  G T . Now we choose H  =  then for n >  N t the height, h 
m oved through by the cocycle on is given by
h
*■•<*(•£) p W  >  %h >
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This proves i).
For ii) define m  =  f l  Jj, and p  =  /^¿*(y ) then, since / p(n
strictly increasing for n >  ATj, we have that (7^)f l  J* =  [m ,p ), and
independent o f t , which completes the proof o f the second assertion.
□
3.2 .5  Lemma:
E ( f )  fo r  any A >  0.
P r o o f :
Suppose that E ( f )  =  AZ where A >  0. Since, by hypothesis /  has 
bounded variation, applying the Denjoy-Koksma inequality 1.5.1 gives us a 
c >  0  such that | /,,(„ )(x) |< c for all n, and all x G T . Let v be the greatest 
integer such that vA <  c. We choose
where H  is the number obtained in Lemma 3.2.4i). Consider the com pact 
set
So, from 16 above we have, for n >  N x that
Hence we have that
P - m  y - x
P(Q\) >  K* '
and so
y ( / >w ( O r i J : )  y  x  
MQU) K ,
for n >  N x. Putting F  =  we note that F  is strictly positive and
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Si =  ( - c ,e ]  \ U ( ,A “  «»•’*  +  «)•
This is the interval ( —e, e] without intervals o f width 2c about each 
iX €  E [ f ) ,  for i  =  0 , . . . ,  v. Clearly E ( f )  f"j £  =  0, so applying Proposition
1.1.6 we obtain a Borel set B  €  fl with fi[B ) >  0 such that
for all m  €  Z.
In Lemma 3.2.4i) we showed that for all n >  N lt every cylinder Q*n in 
Pn contains a sub-interval J'n on  which | / p(„j | rises continuously through 
a height greater than \H. We claim that for n sufficiently large, and for 
every cylinder Q'n, the ratio o f  the Lebesgue measure o f Q*n to that o f the 
set Q n f i {y  : I /»»(«) (!/) |€ .8 }  is greater than a fixed positive number.
Applying Lemma 3.2.4H) to  the interval(s) within fi. of total length at 
least \H — (2u +  l)e  >  \H , through which the graph o f | / p(n) | must 
pass, gives us a strictly positive constant F  independent of *, such that, for 
n >  N u
So, by monotonicity, for n >  there exists a strictly positive constant 
W , independent o f » such that
This proves our claim.
Now, from the Lebesgue Density Theorem, given x  e  B  €  H with 
m(B ) >  0 , and an c =  \W  >  0 , there is an Nt such that for n >  N*
BC\T— b C K *  : ! / - ( » )  ! € * }  =  »
»(•grUml/.whOle«})
5 H0
^(qj,n{i<: i /,w (ÿ) |6^})
>  W. (17)
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where Q '„(x) is the cylinder in Pn which contains x . A lso, since 
Tp^ Q 'n{x ) =  Q'n(x) and the measure p  is T -invariant, we have that
>■(<?•.(») n r - * - > B n f l )
/•(oil*)) >
So, for n >  max {N it AT*}, we have that the set B f )T ~ p^ B  takes up 
at least a fixed proportion o f Q'n(x ); from 17 above we also have that 
{y  : | fp(n)[y) |€ £ }  takes up at least a fixed proportion o f  (?‘n( i ) ,  for all «. 
Since these proportions add up to more than 1, the tw o sets must intersect 
for this n.
This shows that there is an m with { y  : | /m (y) |€ J Í} ±  0.
Thus we have a contradiction, and the lemma is proved.
□
3 .2 .6  T h e o re m :
Let f  be piecewise absolutely continuous, with f  f  dp =  0, f  Riemann 
integrable and /  f'd p  ^  0. Then the skew product T j is ergodic.
P r o o f :
Since the only closed additive subgroups o f  R  are: AZ for A >  0, or 
R  itself, the above Lemma and 1.1.4 demonstrate that the only possible 
remaining choice for the essential values is E ( f )  =  R . By Theorem 1.4.2 
this shows that the skew product T/ is ergodic.
□
3 .2 .7  R em a rk :
We note that the arguments above and in Chapter 2 involve properties 
o f the sequences o f integers p(n), q„ respectively associated to the map 
T. Hence it seems that we may obtain similar results to  those given in 
Chapter 2 for the adding machine transformation. However in Chapter 2, 
for the class o f  functions defined for k >  1 in 2.2.1, we must use the ’good 
approximation’ conditions o f  our chosen irrational numbers to ensure that 
as we iterate our partition intervals around by T *", the discontinuities do 
not spread evenly over the interval. For the adding machine, this behaviour 
does not occur, and so the method will not be applicable.
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3 .3  C o b o u n d a rie s  fo r  th e  a d d in g  m ach in e
N ow  we study a different class o f functions, which define cocycles which 
have extremely different cohomological properties to those studied in the 
previous subsection.
3 .3 .1  Convention:
In this section we study the class o f  functions with zero integral and 
have a derivative which has bounded variation. We also assume that the 
associated integers p(n) (see 1.8) o f  our adding machine transformation 
satisfy
3 .3 .2  Lemma:
Suppose f  is as above, then there is a positive constant K  such that, for  
all n  and all x  €  T
Since / '  has bounded variation and /  f 'd p  =  0, the Denjoy-Koksma 
inequality 1.5.1 gives us that
for som e positive constant c' =  var/*, all *  €  T  and all n. Since /  fd p  =  0, 
we also note that for all n, we have that
on  any n-cylinder, Bn C T . By hypothesis /  is continuous, so we may 
assume that there is a positive constant c  such that | f ( x )  |< c  for all 
*  €  T .
<  oo. (18)
(19)
P roof:
| £ . , ( * )  I <  «\ (20)
0, (21)
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Let K  =  m ax { c ,3 c '} ,  then suppose without loss o f  generality, that 
there is a n i G T  and an »  such that f ,(H)[x) >  -Jj^y We now show that 
if this is the case, then there is an »-cylinder on which the integral o f  / r(n) 
cannot be zero.
From 20 the slope o f / p(nj is bounded for all n , hence we may calculate 
the proportion o f  the »-cylinder to which x  belongs on which /,(„ ) is posi­
tive. Let di, dt  denote the distances to the right and left o f  x respectively, 
when /,(„) next crosses the x-axis. Since /  is absolutely continuous we have 
that
f*+d l
/rt«)(*> =  y,
and so, by assumption and 20
. K  1 ^ „  1>  —r- ,  > >  3 .—?' . . tf p (» )  p(n)
We get a similar inequality for d7. This implies that the function 
/p(n) cannot return to zero inside the cylinder. Therefore we cannot have 
/  f p(n)dn =  0 for this cylinder, this contradicts 21, and so the result follows. 
□
3 .3 .3  Theorem:
Suppose that f  : T  —» R  is such that f  fd p  =  0, with f  of bounded 
variation, then fo r  almost all x  €  T ,  we have that
S“ P I / » ( * )  I <
and henee from Theorem 1.5.2, f  defines a coboundary whose eobounding 
function is L °°.
Proof:
Any »  €  N  m ay be written uniquely as 
»(")
n  =  Y l  «<P(0  where n< €  {  0 , . . . ,  * + i  -  1 } ,
t= 0
for some positive integer s(n ). Thus for all i G T . w e  may write /„ (x )  as
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/«•(X) — f  p(0)no (x )  +  f^l)n, [T "9* )  +  .
£  p (* > .
+  /HW «)K(. , ( r  ,=0 *)•
by the co cy c le  relation. Hence by  the cocycle relation 1 again, and the 
triangle inequality we have that
l / n ( * ) | <  |no/(*)| +  . . . -  
Using 19 w e have that
£  p (* K
I n*<")/p<»<«))(7'  <" °  X
since n, <  qi+1, and using our hypothesis 18. Hence the result follows. 
□
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